CYBERSTRONG PLATFORM OVERVIEW

The CyberStrong Platform
Automated, Intelligent Cybersecurity Compliance and Risk Management
CyberStrong puts your cyber program on a solid foundation.
Cybersecurity can be costly, diﬃcult and at times even chaotic. Many organizations do not have visibility
into their cybersecurity posture. While big-box GRC products boast ease of use and time to value, most
fall short of expectations. CyberStrong cuts through the complexity and uses a risk-centric lens to provide
an unbeatable time-to-value, lower cost and higher productivity compliance and risk management
solution. In the words of Gartner, “IRM goes beyond the traditional compliance-driven GRC technology
solutions to provide actionable insights that are aligned with business strategies, not just regulatory
mandates.”

CyberStrong simpliﬁes cybersecurity program management.
Measurement and management must be combined to operationalize a proactive cybersecurity program.
CyberStrong is the only solution to add unparalleled automation to compliance and risk projects, increasing vidibility with executive dashboards and real-time risk and compliance analytics. The automated
CyberStrong Score provides easy-to-understand measurement that communicates program success
between IT teams, external stakeholders, as well as executive management and the Board.

CyberStrong is powered by people and breakthrough Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI).
The CyberStrong Platform enables continuous “always on” integrated risk management, allowing your
organization to manage cybersecurity as you would any other business function. CyberStrong’s patented
AI-powered optimizations automate risk mitigation action planning for compliance and risk initiatives that
that identify remediation actions with the highest ROI. The result is a more eﬃcient process as well as
more informed decision making. Board-ready reports are available for instant download, bridging the gap
between technical and non-technical executives.

The CyberStrong Platform Makes
Managing Your Cyber Program Easy.
Compliance with a spreadsheet or legacy GRC tool
is invalid the moment the assessment is complete.
Streamline integrated risk management with
unmatched visibility, ease of use, and automation
that transcends traditional bottlenecks that slow
you down.
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Determine Compliance At A Glance
View your compliance status for all assets, vendors,
and locations against any framework or standard NIST CSF, NIST 800-53, FEDRAMP, HIPAA, ISO
27001, IEC 62443, GDPR, NIST SP 800-171, custom
controls, and more.
Deliver clear reports that show success, progress
toward target compliance posture, that require zero
manual eﬀort to develop.

Mutiple Assessments, No Duplicated Eﬀorts
With CyberStrong’s integrated appproach, transfer
control data between assessments to save time and
reduce redundancy. Categorize controls based on asset
type, evironment, or custom categories.
Rapidly score your risk level for each control and get
insights from risk quantiﬁcation and analytics that are
easy for anyone to understand and act on.
Set due dates for control actions, view workﬂow and
approval status and assign users to varied access
levels.

Intelligently Reduce Risk With Patented AI
AI generated compliance roadmaps weigh associated
cost and impact variables, reduce overall risk for the
lowest cost and highest impact.
Allow management to determine risk levels as
measured against the NIST CSF and other frameworks.
Address control-level threats dynamically within any
environment. CyberStrong’s patented suggestion
engine links live threat intelligence to controls in your
gaps for granular prioritiziation.
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